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The Lost Bank
Longlisted for the 2012 Financial Times and Goldman
Sachs Business Book of the Year Award For the past
forty years western economies have splurged on
debt. Now, as the reality dawns that many debts
cannot be repaid, we find ourselves again in crisis.
But the oncoming defaults have a time-worn place in
our economic history. As with the crises in the 1930s
and 1970s, governments will fall, currencies will lose
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their value, and new systems will emerge. Just as
Britain set the terms of the international system in the
nineteenth century, and America in the twentieth
century, a new system will be set by today's creditors
in China and the Middle East. In the process, rich will
be pitted against poor, young against old, public
sector workers against taxpayers and one country
against another. In Paper Promises, Economist
columnist Philip Coggan helps us to understand the
origins of this mess and how it will affect the new
global economy by explaining how our attitudes
towards debt have changed throughout history, and
how they may be about to change again.

Back from the Brink
This text introduces the concept of need as viewed by
Hegel and Marx, and places it within the context of
modern need theories and theorists. The book works
through key texts, including Hegel's Philosophy of
Right and Marx's Capital, and discusses the theory in
relation to Soviet Communism and social democracy.*
Covers key texts by Hegel and Marx studied by
undergraduates on political theory courses* Looks at
political implications for modern need theory*
Accessible: author makes good use of textual
evidence* Need theory is a major element of modern
social theory

Advanced Grammar & Vocabulary
The human race created money and finance: then,
our inventions recreated us. In Extreme Money, bestPage 2/30
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selling author and global finance expert Satyajit Das
tells how this happened and what it means. Das
reveals the spectacular, dangerous money games
that are generating increasingly massive bubbles of
fake growth, prosperity, and wealth--while
endangering the jobs, possessions, and futures of
virtually everyone outside finance. "virtually in a
category of its own — part history, part book of
financial quotations, part cautionary tale, part
textbook. It contains some of the clearest charts
about risk transfer you will find anywhere. Others
have laid out the dire consequences of financialisation
("the conversion of everything into monetary form", in
Das’s phrase), but few have done it with a wider or
more entertaining range of references[Extreme
Money] does reach an important, if worrying,
conclusion: financialisation may be too deep-rooted to
be torn out. As Das puts it — characteristically
borrowing a line from a movie, Inception — "the
hardest virus to kill is an idea". -Andrew Hill "Eclectic
Guide to the Excesses of the Crisis" Financial Times
(August 17, 2011) Extreme Money named to the
longlist for the 2011 FT and Goldman Sachs Business
Book of the Year award.

Let It Go
Criminal Capital
"Essential reading." —New York Review of Books In
the spirit of Evicted, Bait and Switch, and The Big
Short, a shocking, heart-wrenching investigation into
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America’s housing crisis and the modern-day robber
barons who are making a fortune off the backs of the
disenfranchised working and middle class—among
them, Donald Trump and his inner circle. Two years
before the housing market collapsed in 2008, Donald
Trump looked forward to a crash: “I sort of hope that
happens because then people like me would go in and
buy,” he said. But our future president wasn’t alone.
While millions of Americans suffered financial loss,
tycoons pounced to heartlessly seize thousands of
homes—their profiteering made even easier because,
as prize-winning investigative reporter Aaron Glantz
reveals in Homewreckers, they often used taxpayer
money—and the Obama administration’s promise to
cover their losses. In Homewreckers, Glantz recounts
the transformation of straightforward lending into a
morass of slivered and combined mortgage
“products” that could be bought and sold,
accompanied by a shift in priorities and a loosening of
regulations and laws that made it good business to
lend money to those who wouldn’t be able to repay.
Among the men who laughed their way to the bank:
Trump cabinet members Steve Mnuchin and Wilbur
Ross, Trump pal and confidant Tom Barrack, and
billionaire Republican cash cow Steve Schwarzman.
Homewreckers also brilliantly weaves together the
stories of those most ravaged by the housing crisis.
The result is an eye-opening expose of the greed that
decimated millions and enriched a gluttonous few.

Hegel and Marx
In 1995 Bank of Scotland celebrated 300 years as
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Britain's oldest commercial bank. Voted 'most
admired bank', respected by competitors, applauded
by investors and trusted by customers, it looked
forward to the next three hundred. Less than 15 years
later it was bust, reviled as part of the spectacular
collapse of HBOS, the conglomerate it had joined. One
of the high-profile victims of the credit crunch, its
spectacular fall caused seismic shock waves
throughout the financial world. What went wrong? Ray
Perman, who has followed the Bank since the 1970s
when he was a Financial Times journalist, uncovered
the story from documents and dozens of interviews
with people at the top in Bank of Scotland and HBOS from being the bank of choice for the highrolling
Monte Carlo mega-rich to losing GBP10 billion. It is a
cautionary tale for our times. In the complex world of
modern global finance, the brilliant men who ran the
company ignored the simple banking rules that their
predecessors learned the hard way three centuries
before.

Other People's Money
Daylight Robbery
Originally published by Penguin Books, the work was
nominated for a literary award in '94. 'A Remarkable
Memoir' "I am simply in awe of this little gem. The
writing, the imagery, the feeling . . . it's all beautifully
done. It isn't easy to know that such terrible things
have been experienced by anyone, but it is the
realization that someone can endure those things and
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emerge as a human being who can assimilate those
things and emerge - not unscathed, not undamaged,
but far from destroyed by them - that is truly
remarkable. " Ian Fraser's brutally frank
autobiography of a turbulent childhood and life in the
army under Apartheid was first published by Penguin
Books in 1993. The work earned a CNA Literary Award
nomination in 1994. Due to its graphic content, this
memoir is recommended for adults only.

Conspiracy of Fools
The Lion Wakes tells the modern story of HSBC,
starting in the late 1970s, when the bank first broke
out of the Asia-Pacific region with its purchase of
Marine Midland Bank in the US. It follows HSBC's
battle to purchase Midland Bank in1992, the
subsequent move of head office from Hong Kong to
London, and the string of acquisitions that brought
the bank to its pre-eminent place in global finance
today. Acclaimed historians Richard Roberts and
David Kynaston chronicle the bank's struggles as well
as its successes: the last part of the book deals with
the ill-fated move into consumer finance in the US, as
well as the financial crisis of 2008 and its effect on
HSBC. Impeccably researched and generously
illustrated from the HSBC archives, this is a valuable
addition to global financial history.

Firefighting
The fall of RBS has been one of the most catastrophic
events of the on-going global financial crisis. This
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book reveals new and never-revealed-before details
about how Fred Goodwin brought the biggest
company in the world to the very brink of ruin.

Sabotage
Companies can both serve society and generate
profit. This book shows how - based on rigorous
evidence and an actionable framework.

The Sarawak Report
In 2002, three English bankers became involved in
the Enron fall-out when they heard on television that
the US government would seek their extradition under
laws designed for terrorists. The US government only
needed to identify them but not provide evidence of
the crime committed. In a very public battle
supported by The Times, Daily Telegraph and Daily
Mail - with incidental support from Tony Blair, then
Prime Minister - they fought their extradition. They
lost in 2006 and were put on trial in a court in Texas
for actions that are legal in the UK. In this book David
Bermingham tells for the first time since their release
in August 2010 the full story from the summons in
2002 to his return to Britain.

A Comparative History of Bank Failures
From an award-winning New York Times reporter
comes the full, mind-boggling story of the lies, crimes,
and ineptitude behind the Enron scandal that
imperiled a presidency, destroyed a marketplace, and
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changed Washington and Wall Street forever. It was
the corporate collapse that appeared to come out of
nowhere. In late 2001, the Enron Corporation--a
darling of the financial world, a company whose
executives were friends of presidents and the
powerful--imploded virtually overnight, leaving vast
wreckage in its wake and sparking a criminal
investigation that would last for years. Kurt
Eichenwald transforms the unbelievable story of the
Enron scandal into a rip-roaring narrative of epic
proportions, taking readers behind every closed
door--from the Oval Office to the executive suites,
from the highest reaches of the Justice Department to
the homes and bedrooms of the top officers. It is a
tale of global reach--from Houston to Washington,
from Bombay to London, from Munich to Sao
Paolo--laying out the unbelievable scenes that twisted
together to create this shocking true story.
Eichenwald reveals never-disclosed details of a story
that features a cast including George W. Bush, Dick
Cheney, Paul O’Neill, Harvey Pitt, Colin Powell, Gray
Davis, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Alan Greenspan, Ken
Lay, Andy Fastow, Jeff Skilling, Bill Clinton, Rupert
Murdoch and Sumner Redstone. With its you-arethere glimpse into the secretive worlds of corporate
power, Conspiracy of Fools is an all-true financial and
political thriller of cinematic proportions.

Muhammad Ali
How Corrupt Is Britain?
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The colourful story of how Edinburgh rose to be one of
the top 10 financial centres in Europe - and how the
crisis of 2008 decimated its banking, insurance and
investment institutions.

Hubris
My Own Private Orchestra
From the three primary architects of the American
policy response to the worst economic catastrophe
since the Great Depression, a magnificent big-picture
synthesis--from why it happened to where we are
now. In 2018, Ben Bernanke, Tim Geithner, and Hank
Paulson came together to reflect on the lessons of the
2008 financial crisis ten years on. Recognizing that,
as Ben put it, "the enemy is forgetting," they examine
the causes of the crisis, why it was so damaging, and
what it ultimately took to prevent a second Great
Depression. And they provide to their successors in
the United States and the finance ministers and
central bank governors of other countries a valuable
playbook for reducing the damage from future
financial crises. Firefighting provides a candid and
powerful account of the choices they and their teams
made during the crisis, working under two presidents
and with the leaders of Congress.

Grow the Pie
One of the biggest questions of the financial crisis has
not been answered until now: What happened at
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Lehman Brothers and why was it allowed to fail, with
aftershocks that rocked the global economy? In this
news-making, often astonishing book, a former
Lehman Brothers Vice President gives us the straight
answers—right from the belly of the beast. In A
Colossal Failure of Common Sense, Larry McDonald, a
Wall Street insider, reveals, the culture and unspoken
rules of the game like no book has ever done. The
book is couched in the very human story of Larry
McDonald’s Horatio Alger-like rise from a
Massachusetts “gateway to nowhere” housing project
to the New York headquarters of Lehman Brothers,
home of one of the world’s toughest trading floors.
We get a close-up view of the participants in the
Lehman collapse, especially those who saw it coming
with a helpless, angry certainty. We meet the
Brahmins at the top, whose reckless, pedal-to-thefloor addiction to growth finally demolished the
nation’ s oldest investment bank. The Wall Street we
encounter here is a ruthless place, where brilliance,
arrogance, ambition, greed, capacity for relentless
toil, and other human traits combine in a potent mix
that sometimes fuels prosperity but occasionally
destroys it. The full significance of the dissolution of
Lehman Brothers remains to be measured. But this
much is certain: it was a devastating blow to
America’s—and the world’s—financial system. And it
need not have happened. This is the story of why it
did.

Paper Promises
This is the classic account of Sir Ernest Shackleton's
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1914-1916 Antarctic expedition. Written by the
captain of the Endurance, the ship used by
Shackleton on this ill-fated journey, it is a remarkable
tale of courage and bravery in the face of extreme
odds and a vivid portrait of one of the world's greatest
explorers. "A breathtaking story of courage under the
most appalling conditions." - Edmund Hillary

Too Big to Fail
When RBS collapsed and had to be bailed out by the
taxpayer in the financial crisis of October 2008 it
played a leading role in tipping Britain into its deepest
economic downturn in seven decades. The economy
shrank, bank lending froze, hundreds of thousands
lost their jobs, living standards are still falling and
Britons will be paying higher taxes for decades to pay
the clean-up bill. How on earth had a small Scottish
bank grown so quickly to become a global financial
giant that could do such immense damage when it
collapsed? At the centre of the story was Fred
Goodwin, the former chief executive known as "Fred
the Shred" who terrorised some of his staff and
beguiled others. Not a banker by training, he
nonetheless was given control of RBS and set about
trying to make it one of the biggest brands in the
world. It was said confidently that computerisation
and new banking products had made the world safer.
Only they hadn't Based on more than 80 interviews
and with access to diaries and papers kept by those
at the heart of the meltdown, this is the definitive
account of the RBS disaster, a disaster which still
casts such a shadow over our economy. In Making It
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Happen, senior executives, board members, Treasury
insiders and regulators reveal how the bank's mania
for expansion led it to take enormous risks its leaders
didn't understand. From the birth of the Royal Bank in
18th century Scotland, to the manic expansion under
Fred Goodwin in the middle of a mad boom and
culminating in the epoch-defining collapse, Making It
Happen is the full, extraordinary story.

The Rise and Fall of the City of Money
As late as 2007, Anglo Irish Bank was a darling of the
markets, internationally recognized as one of the
fastest growing financial institutions in the world. By
2008, it was bust. The Irish government's hopeless
attempts to save Anglo have led the state to ruin culminating in a punitive IMF bailout in late 2010 and
threatening the future of the euro. Now, for the first
time, the full story of the Anglo disaster is being told by the journalist who has led the way in coverage of
the bank and its many secrets. Drawing on his
unmatched sources in and around Anglo, Simon
Carswell of the Irish Times shows how the business
model that brought Anglo twenty years of spectacular
growth was also at the heart of its - and Ireland's downfall. He paints a vivid and disturbing picture of
life inside Anglo - the credit committee meetings, the
lightning-quick negotiations with property developers,
the culture of lavish entertainment for politicians and
regulators - and of the men who presided over its
dizzying rise and fall: Sean FitzPatrick, David Drumm,
Willie McAteer and many others. This is not only the
first full account of the Anglo disaster; it will also be
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the definitive one.

A Price to Pay
A grand and revelatory portrait of Wall Street’s most
storied investment bank Wall Street investment banks
move trillions of dollars a year, make billions in fees,
pay their executives in the tens of millions of dollars.
But even among the most powerful firms, Lazard
Frères & Co. stood apart. Discretion, secrecy, and
subtle strategy were its weapons of choice. For more
than a century, the mystique and reputation of the
"Great Men" who worked there allowed the firm to
garner unimaginable profits, social cachet, and
outsized influence in the halls of power. But in the
mid-1980s, their titanic egos started getting in the
way, and the Great Men of Lazard jeopardized all they
had built. William D. Cohan, himself a former highlevel Wall Street banker, takes the reader into the
mysterious and secretive world of Lazard and
presents a compelling portrait of Wall Street through
the tumultuous history of this exalted and fascinating
company. Cohan deconstructs the explosive feuds
between Felix Rohatyn and Steve Rattner, superstar
investment bankers and pillars of New York society,
and between the man who controlled Lazard, the
inscrutable French billionaire Michel David-Weill, and
his chosen successor, Bruce Wasserstein. Cohan
follows Felix, the consummate adviser, as he
reshapes corporate America in the 1970s and 1980s,
saves New York City from bankruptcy, and positions
himself in New York society and in Washington. Felix’s
dreams are dashed after the arrival of Steve, a
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formidable and ambitious former newspaper reporter.
By the mid-1990s, as Lazard neared its 150th
anniversary, Steve and Felix were feuding openly. The
internal strife caused by their arguments could not be
solved by the imperious Michel, whose manipulative
tendencies served only to exacerbate the trouble
within the firm. Increasingly desperate, Michel took
the unprecedented step of relinquishing operational
control of Lazard to one of the few Great Men still
around, Bruce Wasserstein, then fresh from selling his
own M&A boutique, for $1.4 billion. Bruce’s take:
more than $600 million. But it turned out Great Man
Bruce had snookered Great Man Michel when the
Frenchman was at his most vulnerable. The
LastTycoons is a tale of vaulting ambitions, whispered
advice, worldly mistresses, fabulous art collections,
and enormous wealth—a story of high drama in the
world of high finance. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Shredded
Starting with Medici and Fugger and ending with
Barings and Royal Bank of Scotland under neo-liberal
de-regulation, the author gives an account of how a
number of banks failed over a 500 year-period. The
author offers an explanation of the leading ideas
about the world and good society at the time, and
summarizes this narrative using Streeck & Schmitter’s
three bases for regulation of society: Community
(spontaneous solidarity), State (hierarchical control),
and Market (dispersed competition). The bank failures
are presented in the context of social philosophies of
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the day (scholasticism, mercantilism, neo-liberalism,
and libertarianism), and the changing business
practices (Bills of Exchange, rents and financial
instruments of various kinds). The dominating
explanation of financial crises has been marketrelated. Here, the author argues that managerial
failures are an important contributor. He
demonstrates the failure of management to act on
early signals such as existential risk, strategic stress
syndrome, and lack of proper oversight by top
management. The author encourages a return to
ethical principles for banks, suggesting that his
ethical aspect should be at the core of the credit
process of banks in the future. With its
interdisciplinary approach, this book will be an
important contribution to the discussion surrounding
bank failures. It will interest any scholar looking at the
origins of financial crises and will be particularly
useful for post-graduate students of economic and
financial history, banking, finance and accounting.

Black Horse Ride
Muhammad Ali is one of the most remarkable sports
personalities and celebrities of our time. He is a
legend who transcended boxing and rose above all
sport. A man of mythic proportions, Ali rose to
become a prominent feature of our cultural
landscape. Through exclusive accounts from family
members, close friends, associates and adversaries,
Fiaz Rafiq has compiled a compelling and intriguing
insight into a sporting legend. Muhammad Ali's story
is an epic one, one of bravery, courage, hope, skill
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and indomitable will. Muhammad Ali: The Life of a
Legend offers a truly unique insight into one of the
greatest icons in world sport.

The Lion Wakes
The finance sector of Western economies is too large
and attracts too many of the smartest college
graduates. Financialization over the past three
decades has created a structure that lacks resilience
and supports absurd volumes of trading. The finance
sector devotes too little attention to the search for
new investment opportunities and the stewardship of
existing ones, and far too much to secondary-market
dealing in existing assets. Regulation has contributed
more to the problems than the solutions. Why? What
is finance for? John Kay, with wide practical and
academic experience in the world of finance,
understands the operation of the financial sector
better than most. He believes in good banks and
effective asset managers, but good banks and
effective asset managers are not what he sees. In a
dazzling and revelatory tour of the financial world as
it has emerged from the wreckage of the 2008 crisis,
Kay does not flinch in his criticism: we do need some
of the things that Citigroup and Goldman Sachs do,
but we do not need Citigroup and Goldman to do
them. And many of the things done by Citigroup and
Goldman do not need to be done at all. The finance
sector needs to be reminded of its primary purpose:
to manage other people's money for the benefit of
businesses and households. It is an aberration when
the some of the finest mathematical and scientific
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minds are tasked with devising algorithms for the sole
purpose of exploiting the weakness of other
algorithms for computerized trading in securities. To
travel further down that road leads to ruin. A Financial
Times Book of the Year, 2015 An Economist Best Book
of the Year, 2015 A Bloomberg Best Book of the Year,
2015

Bean Counters
Banks accused of rate-fixing. Members of parliament
cooking the books. Major defense contractors
investigated over suspect arms deals. Police accused
of being paid off by tabloids. The headlines are
unrelenting these days. Perhaps it’s high time we ask:
Just exactly how corrupt is Britain? David Whyte
brings together a wide range of leading
commentators and campaigners, offering a series of
troubling answers. Unflinchingly facing the corruption
in British public life, they show that it is no longer
tenable to assume that corruption is something that
happens elsewhere; corrupt practices are revealed
across a wide range of venerated institutions, from
local government to big business. These powerful,
punchy essays aim to shine a light on the corruption
fundamentally embedded in UK politics, police, and
finance.

Anglo Republic
Featured on Stepping up with Nigel Farage Death and
taxes are our inevitable fate. We've been told this
since the beginning of civilisation. But what if we
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stopped to question our antiquated system? Is it fair?
And is it capable of serving the needs of our rapidlychanging, modern society? In Daylight Robbery,
Dominic Frisby traces the origins of taxation, from its
roots in the ancient world, through to today. He
explores the role of tax in the formation of our global
religions, the part tax played in wars and revolutions
throughout the ages, why, at one stage, we paid tax
for daylight or for growing a beard. Ranging from the
despotic to the absurd, the tax laws of the past reveal
so much about how we got to where we are today and
what we can do to build a system fit for the future.
'This entertaining, surprising, contrarian book is a tour
de force!' - Matt Ridley, author of The Evolution of
Everything 'In this spectacular gallop through history,
Frisby shows how taxation has warped, stunted and
thwarted human progress' - Mark Littlewood, Director
General, Institute of Economic Affairs 'Frisby's
historical interpretation and utopian ideas will outrage
Left and Right' - Steve Baker, MP for Wycombe and
Member of the House of Commons Treasury
Committee 'Fascinating book which exposes the
political and economic basis of tax. A must read for
those of us who believe in simpler, lower taxes' - Rt
Hon Liz Truss, MP for South West Norfolk, Secretary of
State for International Trade and President of the
Board of Trade

Samsung Rising
New York Times Bestseller One of our wisest and most
clear-eyed economic thinkers offers a masterful
narrative of the crisis and its lessons. Many fine books
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on the financial crisis were first drafts of
history—books written to fill the need for immediate
understanding. Alan S. Blinder, esteemed Princeton
professor, Wall Street Journal columnist, and former
vice chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, held off,
taking the time to understand the crisis and to think
his way through to a truly comprehensive and
coherent narrative of how the worst economic crisis in
postwar American history happened, what the
government did to fight it, and what we can do from
here—mired as we still are in its wreckage. With
bracing clarity, Blinder shows us how the U.S.
financial system, which had grown far too complex for
its own good—and too unregulated for the public
good—experienced a perfect storm beginning in
2007. Things started unraveling when the muchchronicled housing bubble burst, but the ensuing
implosion of what Blinder calls the “bond bubble” was
larger and more devastating. Some people think of
the financial industry as a sideshow with little
relevance to the real economy—where the jobs,
factories, and shops are. But finance is more like the
circulatory system of the economic body: if the blood
stops flowing, the body goes into cardiac arrest. When
America’s financial structure crumbled, the damage
proved to be not only deep, but wide. It took the crisis
for the world to discover, to its horror, just how truly
interconnected—and fragile—the global financial
system is. Some observers argue that large global
forces were the major culprits of the crisis. Blinder
disagrees, arguing that the problem started in the
U.S. and was pushed abroad, as complex, opaque,
and overrated investment products were exported to
a hungry world, which was nearly poisoned by them.
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The second part of the story explains how American
and international government intervention kept us
from a total meltdown. Many of the U.S. government’s
actions, particularly the Fed’s, were previously
unimaginable. And to an amazing—and certainly
misunderstood—extent, they worked. The worst did
not happen. Blinder offers clear-eyed answers to the
questions still before us, even if some of the choices
ahead are as divisive as they are unavoidable. After
the Music Stopped is an essential history that we
cannot afford to forget, because one thing history
teaches is that it will happen again.

After the Music Stopped
Digital Bank tracks the innovations in banking and
how the mobile internet is changing the dynamics of
consumer and corporate relationships with their
banks. The implication is that banks must become
digitised, and that is a challenge as becoming a
Digital Bank demands new services focused upon 21stcentury technologies. Digital Bank not only includes
extensive guidance and background on the digital
revolution in banking, but also in-depth analysis of the
activities of incumbent banks such as Barclays in the
UK and mBank in Poland, as well as new start-ups
such as Metro Bank and disruptive new models of
banking such as FIDOR Bank in Germany. Add on to
these a comprehensive sprinkling of completely new
models of finance, such as Zopa and Bitcoin, and you
can see that this book is a must-have for anyone
involved in the future of business, commerce and
banking. Chris Skinner is best known as an
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independent commentator on the financial markets
through the Finanser (www.thefinanser.com) and
Chair of the European networking forum The Financial
Services Club, which he founded in 2004. He is the
author of ten books covering everything from
European regulations in banking through the credit
crisis to the future of banking, and is a regular
commentator on BBC News, Sky News and Bloomberg
about banking issues. More can be discovered about
Chris here: http://thefinanser.co.uk/fsclub/chrisskinner/

Homewreckers
An award-winning journalist best known for her
coverage of the failure of Washington Mutual offers
insight into the failings at the root of the recession,
exploring how the bank was rendered vulnerable by
destructive financial instruments and the wellintentioned practices of executives, customers,
shareholders and regulators.

The Last Tycoons
What was once an industry built on trust,
professionalism and value, has become synonymous
with greed, complacency and everything that has
gone wrong with capitalism. So how did Australian
banks, which avoided much of the aftermath of the
GFC, lose their way and become engulfed in scandal?
Breaking the Banks delves into the causes and effects
of the banking crisis that plagued Australia and the
world, to re-establish the fundamentals of banking
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that for so long have been overshadowed by power
and wealth, and provides us with a crucial blueprint to
revolutionise the future of banking. With expertise in
banking that spans over three decades and several
markets and as a former senior executive at two of
Australia’s largest banks, Joseph Healy, co-founder
and co-CEO of Judo Bank, writes the insider’s account
of the banking crisis that plagued Australia and the
world.

Extreme Money
An explosive exposé of one of the biggest and most
secretive companies in the world, Samsung, as the
Korean juggernaut battles Apple and Sony to
dominate the world of technology Based on years of
reporting on Samsung for The Economist, The Wall
Street Journal, and Time, from his base in South
Korea, and his countless sources inside and outside
the company, Geoffrey Cain offers a penetrating look
behind the curtains of the biggest company nobody in
America knows. Seen for decades in tech circles as a
fast follower rather than an innovation leader,
Samsung today has grown to become a market leader
in the United States and around the globe. They have
captured one quarter of the smartphone market and
have been pushing the envelope on every front. Forty
years ago, Samsung was a rickety Korean agricultural
conglomerate that produced sugar, paper, and
fertilizer, located in a backward country with a thirdworld economy. With the rise of the PC revolution,
though, Chairman Lee Byung-chul began a bold
experiment: to make Samsung a major supplier of
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computer chips. The multimillion- dollar plan was
incredibly risky. But Lee, wowed by a young Steve
Jobs, who sat down with the chairman to offer his
advice, became obsessed with creating a tech
empire. And in Samsung Rising, we follow Samsung
behind the scenes as the company fights its way to
the top of tech. It is one of Apple’s chief suppliers of
technology critical to the iPhone, and its own Galaxy
phone outsells the iPhone. Today, Samsung employs
over 300,000 people (compared to Apple’s 80,000
and Google’s 48,000). The company’s revenues have
grown more than forty times from that of 1987 and
make up more than 20 percent of South Korea’s
exports. Yet their disastrous recall of the Galaxy Note
7, with numerous reports of phones spontaneously
bursting into flames, reveals the dangers of the
company’s headlong attempt to overtake Apple at
any cost. A sweeping insider account, Samsung Rising
shows how a determined and fearless Asian
competitor has become a force to be reckoned with.

Breaking the Banks
Brand New for 2018: an updated edition featuring a
new afterword to mark the 10th anniversary of the
financial crisis The brilliantly reported New York Times
bestseller that goes behind the scenes of the financial
crisis on Wall Street and in Washington to give the
definitive account of the crisis, the basis for the HBO
film “Too Big To Fail is too good to put down. . . . It is
the story of the actors in the most extraordinary
financial spectacle in 80 years, and it is told
brilliantly.” —The Economist In one of the most
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gripping financial narratives in decades, Andrew Ross
Sorkin—a New York Times columnist and one of the
country's most respected financial reporters—delivers
the first definitive blow-by-blow account of the
epochal economic crisis that brought the world to the
brink. Through unprecedented access to the players
involved, he re-creates all the drama and turmoil of
these turbulent days, revealing never-beforedisclosed details and recounting how, motivated as
often by ego and greed as by fear and selfpreservation, the most powerful men and women in
finance and politics decided the fate of the world's
economy.

A Colossal Failure of Common Sense
Alistair Darling's long-awaited book will be one of the
most reviewed, widely discussed, and saleable
political memoirs of recent years. In the late summer
of 2007, shares of Northern Rock went into free-fall,
causing a run on the bank - the first in over 150 years.
Northern Rock proved to be only the first. Twelve
months later, as the world was engulfed in the worst
banking crisis for more than a century, one of its
largest banks, RBS, came within hours of collapse.
Back from the Brink tells the gripping story of Alistair
Darling's one thousand days in Number 11 Downing
Street. As Chancellor, he had to avert the collapse of
RBS hours before the cash machines would have
ceased to function; at the eleventh hour, he stopped
Barclays from acquiring Lehman Brothers in order to
protect UK taxpayers; he used anti-terror legislation
to stop Icelandic banks from withdrawing funds from
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Britain. From crisis talks in Washington, to dramatic
meetings with the titans of international banking, to
dealing with the massive political and economic
fallout in the UK, Darling places the reader in the
rooms where the destinies of millions weighed heavily
on the shoulders of a few. His book is also a candid
account of life in the Downing Street pressure cooker
and his relationship with Gordon Brown during the last
years of New Labor. Back from the Brink is a vivid and
immediate depiction of the British government's
handling of an unprecedented global financial
catastrophe. Alistair Darling's knowledge and
understanding provide a unique perspective on the
events that rocked international capitalism. It is also a
vital historical document.

Making It Happen
As recently as 2007, the Irish economy was still
booming and the state coffers overflowing; by the end
of 2008, the state faces an unprecedented crisis. The
story of the Irish banking collapse is a tawdry tale of
collusion, back-scratching and denial among bankers,
developers, regulators and politicians. This is the
story Shane Ross - independent Senator, long-time
champion of citizens against misbehaving
corporations, and Journalist of the Year 2009 - tells in
The Bankers, going behind the scenes and the
headlines to explain what happened, how it happened
and who made it happen. They're all here: Sean
FitzPatrick, Michael Fingleton and the other bank
bosses; Patrick Neary and his colleagues in Ireland's
failed regulatory apparatus; the property developers,
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whose borrowings ruined the banks, and many of
whom are now personally ruined; and the politicians,
whose policies helped inflate the property bubble and
who have allowed the banks to dictate the terms of
their bail-out. Shane Ross knows the stories of these
people and what they got up to, and in The Bankers
he makes sense of a scandal that will haunt Ireland
for years to come.

Shackleton's Boat Journey
Criminal Capital is an engaging but authoritative
account of how financial structures and products can
and are being used to evade proper scrutiny and
enable criminal activity and what can be done about
it. Based on the analysis of the financial methods that
are frequently used by criminals, it deals with the
widespread abuse of financial systems.

The Bankers
There Will Be No Miracles Here
A moving memoir from a woman who made a fortune
in a man's world and then gave it all awaysoon to be
turned into a film In 1962, Stephanie 'Steve' Shirley
created a software company when the concept of
software barely existed. Freelance Programmers
employed women to work on complex projects such
as Concorde's black box recorder from the comfort of
their own home. Shirley empowered a generation of
women in technology, giving them unheard of
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freedom to choose their own hours and manage their
own workloads. The business thrived and Shirley
gradually transferred ownership to her staff, creating
70 millionaires in the process. Let It Go explores
Shirley's trail blazing career as an entrepreneur but it
also charts her incredible personal story - her
dramatic arrival in England as an unaccompanied
Kindertransport refugee during World War Two and
the tragic loss of her only child who suffered severely
from Autism. Today, Dame Stephanie Shirley is one of
Britain's leading philanthropists, devoting most of her
time, energy and wealth to charities that are close to
her heart. In Let It Go, Shirley tells her inspirational
story and explains why giving her wealth away letting it go - has brought her infinitely more
happiness and fulfilment than acquiring it in the first
place. Co-written with Richard Askwith, the former
Executive Editor of The Independent and the awardwinning author of seven books in his own name,
including biographies of Emil Zátopek and Lata
Brandisová. 'An extraordinary tale of creativity and
resilience' - Guardian 'This engrossing story of an
extraordinary life is filled with lessons in what it
means to be human' - Financial Times

Digital Bank: Strategies to launch or
become a digital bank
The testament of a boy and a generation who came of
age as the world came apart--a generation searching
for a new way to live. Casey Gerald comes to our
fractured times as a uniquely visionary witness whose
life has spanned seemingly unbridgeable divides. His
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story begins at the end of the world: Dallas, New
Year's Eve 1999, when he gathers with the
congregation of his grandfather's black evangelical
church to see which of them will be carried off. His
beautiful, fragile mother disappears frequently and
mysteriously; for a brief idyll, he and his sister live
like Boxcar Children on her disability checks. When
Casey--following in the footsteps of his father, a
gridiron legend who literally broke his back for the
team--is recruited to play football at Yale, he enters a
world he's never dreamed of, the anteroom to secret
societies and success on Wall Street, in Washington,
and beyond. But even as he attains the inner
sanctums of power, Casey sees how the world
crushes those who live at its margins. He sees how
the elite perpetuate the salvation stories that keep
others from rising. And he sees, most painfully, how
his own ascension is part of the scheme. There Will Be
No Miracles Here has the arc of a classic rags-toriches tale, but it stands the American Dream
narrative on its head. If to live as we are is destroying
us, it asks, what would it mean to truly live? Intense,
incantatory, shot through with sly humor and quiet
fury, There Will Be No Miracles Here inspires us to
question--even shatter--and reimagine our most
cherished myths.

Fraudcast News: How Bad Journalism
Supports Our Bogus Democracies
I don't like the word 'sabotage',"--a former Goldman
Sachs trader admitted. "It's just harsh. Though,
frankly, how else do you make money in this
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businessI mean, real money." The fundamental
motive for financial innovation is not to make the
system work better, but to avoid regulation and
oversight. This is not a bug of the financial system,
but a built-in feature. The president of the US is not a
tax avoider because he is an especially fraudulent
financier; he's a tax avoider because he is a wealthy
man in a system premised on such deceit. Finance is
an industry of sabotage. This book is a brilliant,
intellectual detective story that traces the origins of
financial sabotage, starting with the work of a
prescient American economist who saw the capacity
for banks and businesses to dissemble and profit as
early as the 1920s. What was accomplished modestly
in the first half of the 20th century became a booming
global industry in the 1980s. Financialization took
over everything, culminating in instruments so
complex and confusing their own creators were being
destroyed by them in 2008. With each financial bust,
people expect to hear who the culprit was, and
cynically know to not expect much punishment to
ever reach them. But the innovation of this book is to
show that each individual gaming the system isn't a
crook---the whole system is sabotage.
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